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Abstract

The
basis functions for two-dimensional cubic
B-spline approximation by tensor product construction is first
described.
Then the least squares solution of the approximation
problem is considered.. Special attention is paid on computasolution of rank deficient problems and
application of constraints. Finally,some generalizations of the
presented method are briefly discussed.

0 .. Introduction
Spline functions are widely used as approximating functions
because of their favourable theoretical and computational
. In this paper bicubic splines are used to approximate functions of two variables, that is, for surface fitting
problems, which frequently arise in photogrammetry and remote
sensing (e.g. approximation to height values or grey values). A
bicubic spline is a piecewise polynomial of order 4 (of degree
3) along the lines parallel to the coordinate axes, a piecewise
polynomial of order 7 along any other lines and it has continuous first and second partial derivatives.
The consideration
of bicubic splines has been chosen because of their practical
importance.. The generalization to the spline approximation of
any order (and dimension as well) should be obvious after having
examined the presented case.
The paper consists of 6 sections. In section 1 B-splines which
provide a convenient basis for splines are introduced. In
section 2 a basis for bicubic splines is constructed from the
tensor product of two one-dimensional cubic B-spline sets.. In
section 3 surface fitting by least squares is considered.. In
sections 4 and 5 the solution of a rank deficient and a constrained problem is dealt with, respectively. Finally, in section
6 some generalizations are made to the presented method.
1. Cubic B-splines
Let sl,s2, ... ,sn+4 be an strictly increasing knot sequence,i.e.

For this knot sequence the sequence of n cubic B-splines
B1 (x),B 2 (x), ...... ,B n (x) can be generated .. This sequence is
uniquely defined by the following conditions /3/:
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The importance of B-splines for approximation is mainly based on
the following facts:
l)The sequence B1 (x),B 2 (x), ... ,B n (x) is a basis of the space of
the cubic splines wi th end points S4 and sn + 1 and wi th
(interior) knots ss, ... ,sn
/3/.
2 )The values of B-splines at given points can be computed
efficiently and stably using a recurrence relation for Bsplines /3,5/.
3)Due to small (local) support of B-splines (condition (ii» the
linear system arising in an approximation problem is sparse/3/.
2. B-spline Representation of a Bicubic Spline
Let us divide the xy-plane into rectangular panels by lines
x := S1
X := S2

- - -

x := snx + 4
Y := t1
y := t2

-

- -

y := t ny + 4
Let M1 (x) , M2 (x) , .... , Mn x (x) and N1 (y) , N2 (y) , ..... , Nn y (y) be cubic
B-spline sequences generated for the knot sequences s1, ... ,snx+4
and tl,t2, ... ,tnY+4' respectively. Define
Bi j (x, y ) := Mi (x) Nj (y),

i:= 1, .... , nx

&

j := 1, ..... , ny

The fun. ctions Bi~(X,y) are called tensor product B-splines /l/.A
function Bij (x,YJ is a hill function which is non-zero only over
the rectangle Si < x < Si+4 and tj < y < t j +4 , i,e .. it has a
small support only. It can be shown that the functions Bij (x,y)
are a basis of the linear space of the bicubic splines defined
on the rectangle R (Fig. 1)

c: Rnx-3,ny-3

Rll R21

(x)

FIG. 1. The division of the rectangle
R into rectangular panels by knots Si
and tj ..
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wi th the knots S5' ..... ' sn x and t 5 , ...... , tn"y" Consequently, a
bicubic spline s(x,y) has on the rectangle R a unique representation of the form /4/
nx ny
s(x,y) = i~l j~l CijB ij (x,y)
where c i j are real coefficients.. Their determination by least
squares 1S the subject of the next section.

3. Least Squares Approximation
Let the data consist of the values
k=l, ... ,m,
where f(x,y) is a function
unknown errors. Define
nx
or

vk =
v

=

to
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The particular problem of least squares approximation is to find
c that minimizes vtpv, where P is a positive definite mxm-matrix
(weight matrix) ..
It can be shown (see /3/ for the one-dimensional case) that the
solution of the Is-problem is unique (rank(B)=n), if and only
if, for some 1~kl<k2< ... <kn~m, the data point (xki'Yki) lies
inside the rectangle
where

u=int[(i-l)/ny]+l
v=i-(u-l)ny

A Is-problem is conventionally solved via the normal equations.
Alternatively, it can be solved by means of orthogonal transformations /4,5,6/ .. Both approaches are familiar to photogrammetrists and are therefore not considered more here.. Instead, we
deal with some means to reduce the computational burden, which
may easily grow considerable.
Due to small support of tensor product B-splines the matrix B is
a sparse matrix. It is easy to find out that if the data points
are numbered panelwise in the order Rll,R12, ... ,Rl,ny-3,R21' ... '
Rnx-3,ny-3' then the matrix B takes the form

B

=

Bl 1 Bl 2 Bl 3 Bl 4
B2 2 B2 3 B24 B2 5

..

"

Bn x - 3 , n x - 3 ......
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i . e.. B is a banded matrix wi th bandwidth 3ny+4" The band
contains, however, many zeros, because each submatrix Brs is a
rectangular matrix of band form with bandwidth 4 and with ny
col umns and its number of rows equal to the number of data
points in the panels Rr 1 ' Rr 2 ' ...... , Rr , n y _ 3" Some extra computational savings may thus be attained by applying general sparse
matrix methods for the solution.
A particularly favourable case from the computational point of
view results, if the data is given at the nodes of a rectangular
grid, that is,
Zkl = f(Xk'Yl) + e k1 ,

k=l, ... ,mx for l=l, ... ,my

(m=mxmy)

Then the Is-problem Bc=z can equivalently be written as /2,3,7/
or
MCNt=Z
or
MY=Z
{ NCt =yt
where
M= (m i j ),
N= (ni j ),
C= ( c i j ),
Z= (zi . ),
c=vecC
z=vecZ

m,]. J,=M.J (
ni

i' = N j

),

i=l, ...... ,mx,

(xi ),

i = 1, ...... , my ,

j =1, ...... , nx
j =1, ...... , ny

i= , ... ,nx,
j=l, ... ,ny
i =1, .. .. .. , mx ,
j =1, .. .. .. , my
("vec" means here the formation of a vector
from the rows of a matrix)

The solution of a (large) Is-problem can thus be replaced by the
successive solutions of two smaller (matrix) Is-problems ..
Computational superiority of the regular case is immediately
obvious by examining the following table.
Matrix
B

M
N

Order
m'ICn
mxxnx
myxny

Bandwidth
3ny+4

Remarks
m=mx~my

&

n=nx~ny

4
4

4. Rank Deficient Case

If the data is distributed arbitrarily, it may be difficult or
even impossible to choose the knots Si and t, so that the
condition for the full-rank problem is satisfied. J If
rank(B)=r<n, then after r orthogonal transformations we arrive
at the situation (column interchanges are included)
QB

r

where RII is a upper triangular matrix

m-r
The most straightforward way to have a Is-solution is, of
course, to put the last n-r unknowns equal to zero.. This
may, however, lead to unwanted fluctuations caused by pairs of
the c i having large values of opposite sign /4/.. A smoother
surface results, if the minimum-norm condition IIcll =minimum is
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applied for a unique solution
The minimum-norm solution can be computed in several ways but
the following
is
convenient in this
context /6/:
1) Reduce
[R11 R1 2] to the lower triangul ar form [R11 0] by
multiplying it from the right by the orthogonal matrix Kt
2) Solve Y1 from
R11 Y1 == gl' where
contains the first k
elements of 9 ==
3) Compute e == K[~~

5 .. Constraints
In surface
ems the need often arise that some
components of the solution vector e should satisfy some
fied constraints.. For
it may be required that the
fi tted spline or its
ives take specified values at
certain
or
the certain lines parallel to
axes /4/. Such equality constraints may be expressed in the form
Ce == d
where C is a me xn-matrix (me ~n) with rank( C) =kc (k c ~mc )" The
equality constrained Is-problem (lse-problem) can then be stated
as:
Minimize IIBe - zll
subject to Cc == d
We choose to solve
by a method which makes use of
an orthogonal basis for the null space of C /6/. If
C ==

HRKt

is any orthogonal

of C and K is

as

then the columns of K2 form an orthogonal basis of the null
space of C and all solutions of Ce==d are thus of the form
c == C+d +
where C+ is the
of C and Y2 is an
vector
with n-k e elements. The vector Y2 is now determined so that
IIBe==zll is minimized, that is, by solving the derived problem

It can be shown that this problem is of full-rank, if rank(D)==n,
where Dt==[C t Bt]. Then the unique solution of the
Iseproblem is

If, on the other hand, rank(D)<n, then the original Ise-problem
has a unique minimum-norm solution
by
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C :::: C+d +
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In practise usually rank(C)::::m c and we can choose H=I.
solution algorithm involves only the following steps:
1) Postmultiply D by an orthogonal matrix K such that
p

where

1

derived
Then the

is a lower triangular matrix

m

2) Solve
3) Compute

from the lower
z=z
1 Yl
4) Solve the Is-problem
5) Compute

[~~]

ar
-

2

z

1

for

=d

9'2

The possibility to include also linear inequality constraints in
a surface
would be
desirable. This would
allow us, for example, to set
lower bounds for the
unknowns or to
that the fitted surface is concave up or
down. In many
ications such additional information could be
very val uable for guaranteeing a reasonable sol ution. The
introduction of
constraints leads, however, to a
rather
icated
whose consideration is beyond the
scope of
paper.
6 .. Some

In this section we make some
method ..
of other

izations to the presented

of data

We have assumed above that the data consists of the values of
the function to be
Values of other functionals can, however, be exploited also, if available.. In
ar, derivative information is often available and it can
and
in Bine approximation.
knots
We made in Section 1 the assumption that the knot sequence is
strictly increasing. No computational problems, however, result,
if we allow at most 4 successive knots to coincide ( Si<Si+4 ).
This makes it
to construct piecewise representations
which are less smooth than cubic
ines based on the relation
/3/:
No .. of

conditions + knot

It is, however, obvious
only the
taken care efficiently ..

that
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icity :::: 4

in tensor product approximation
leI to the coordinate axes can be

Parametric surfaces
Many surfaces (e .. g.. closed surfaces) cannot be
explicit functions, but only in a parametric form:
y

fx (u, v)
::: fy (u, v)

z

fz(u,v)

X

by

:::

Basically, we then have to
where u and v are the
solve three two-dimensional approximation problems, one for each
coordinate.. Some features of the parametric case ( e .. g.. the
choice of parametrization) need, however, special attention to
be paid for ..
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